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Bright We Burn Mar 05 2020 In this thrilling
finale, Lada realises that it is only by destroying
everything that came before - including her
relationships - that she can truly build the
country she wants. A lonely Mehmed knows
that if Lada continues in her defiance, only
death will prosper, and with Radu’s return to
the capital, the two must now stand together
against the woman they both love, in a war
against the girl prince. Who will live? Who will
die? And who will rule triumphant?
Obsidio May 19 2021 From bestselling author
duo Amie Kaufman and Jay Kristoff comes the
exciting finale in the trilogy that broke the mold
and has been called "stylistically mesmerizing"
and "out-of-this-world-awesome." Kady, Ezra,
Hanna, and Nik narrowly escaped with their
lives from the attacks on Heimdall station and
now find themselves crammed with 2,000
refugees on the container ship, Mao. With the
jump station destroyed and their resources
scarce, the only option is to return to Kerenza-but who knows what they'll find seven months
after the invasion? Meanwhile, Kady's cousin,
Asha, survived the initial BeiTech assault and
has joined Kerenza's ragtag underground
resistance. When Rhys--an old flame from
Asha's past--reappears on Kerenza, the two find
themselves on opposite sides of the conflict.
With time running out, a final battle will be
waged on land and in space, heros will fall, and
hearts will be broken. A KIRKUS REVIEWS
BEST BOOK OF 2018
Hunted Feb 13 2021 New York Times
bestselling author Meagan Spooner spins a
thoroughly thrilling Beauty and the Beast story
for the modern age, expertly woven with
spellbinding romance, intrigue, and suspense
that readers won’t soon be able to forget.
Beauty knows the Beast's forest in her
bones—and in her blood. After all, her father is
the only hunter who’s ever come close to
discovering its secrets. So when her father
loses his fortune and moves Yeva and her
sisters out of their comfortable home among
the aristocracy and back to the outskirts of
town, Yeva is secretly relieved. Out in the
wilderness, there’s no pressure to make idle
chatter with vapid baronessas…or to submit to
marrying a wealthy gentleman. But Yeva’s
father’s misfortune may have cost him his mind,
and when he goes missing in the woods, Yeva
sets her sights on one prey: the creature he’d
been obsessively tracking just before his
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disappearance. The Beast. Deaf to her sisters’
protests, Yeva hunts this strange creature back
into his own territory—a cursed valley, a ruined
castle, and a world of magical creatures that
Yeva’s only heard about in fairy tales. A world
that can bring her ruin, or salvation. Who will
survive: the Beauty, or the Beast?
Starfall Jul 09 2020 The electrifying conclusion
to the Starstruck series! M, no longer a nerdy
nobody, has finally been acclaimed Sovereign
Emileia, ruler of the Martian colony Nuath. But
at what cost? Without her soulmate Rigel, life
seems pointless but she’s expected to shake off
her heartbreak and assume her responsibilities.
Reluctantly, M does what she must until an
unexpected discovery restores a glimmer of
hope for the future. Now she is determined to
do whatever she can to salvage her longed-for
happy ending—if it’s not already too late.
Themes: strong heroine, forbidden love, genetic
attraction, sweet and clean young adult
romance, psychics, telepathy, paranormal,
supernatural, secret princess, mars, space
travel, alien love, young leadership, love
triangle
Aurora's End Jun 19 2021 The squad you love is
out of time. Prepare for the thrilling finale in
the epic, bestselling Aurora Cycle series about
a band of unlikely heroes who just might be the
galaxy's last hope for survival. Is this the end?
What happens when you ask a bunch of losers,
discipline cases and misfits to save the galaxy
from an ancient evil? The ancient evil wins, of
course. Wait . . . Not. So. Fast. When we last
saw Squad 312, they were working together
seamlessly (aka, freaking out) as an
intergalactic battle raged and an ancient
superweapon threatened to obliterate Earth.
Everything went horribly wrong, naturally. But
as it turns out, not all endings are endings, and
the team has one last chance to rewrite theirs.
Maybe two. It’s complicated. Cue Zila, Fin and
Scarlett (and Magellan!) making friends,
making enemies and making history? Sure, no
problem. Cue Tyler, Kal and Auri joining forces
with two of the galaxy’s most hated villains?
Um, okay, yeah. That too. Actually saving the
galaxy, though? Now that will take a miracle.
Aurora Rising Aug 22 2021 From the New York
Times and internationally bestselling authors of
the Illuminae Files comes a new science-fiction
epic. . . . The year is 2380, and the graduating
cadets of Aurora Academy are being assigned
their first missions. Star pupil Tyler Jones is
ready to recruit the squad of his dreams, but
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his own boneheaded heroism sees him stuck
with the dregs nobody else in the academy
would touch . . . A cocky diplomat with a black
belt in sarcasm A sociopath scientist with a
fondness for shooting her bunkmates A smartass tech whiz with the galaxy's biggest chip on
his shoulder An alien warrior with angermanagement issues A tomboy pilot who's totally
not into him, in case you were wondering And
Ty's squad isn't even his biggest
problem—that'd be Aurora Jie-Lin O'Malley, the
girl he's just rescued from interdimensional
space. Trapped in cryo-sleep for two centuries,
Auri is a girl out of time and out of her depth.
But she could be the catalyst that starts a war
millions of years in the making, and Tyler's
squad of losers, discipline cases, and misfits
might just be the last hope for the entire
galaxy. NOBODY PANIC.
The ... Mix Annual Directory of Recording
Industry Facilities and Services May 07 2020
These Broken Stars Nov 05 2022 "One of the
most intense, thrilling, and achingly beautiful
stories I've ever read."--Marie Lu, New York
Times best-selling author of the Legend trilogy
The first in the New York Times bestselling
author duo Amie Kaufman and Meagan
Spooner's sweeping science fiction trilogy,
These Broken Stars is a timeless love story
about hope and survival in the face of
unthinkable odds. It's a night like any other on
board the Icarus. Then, catastrophe strikes: the
massive luxury spaceliner is yanked out of
hyperspace and plummets into the nearest
planet. Lilac LaRoux and Tarver Merendsen are
the only survivors. Lilac is the daughter of the
richest man in the universe. Tarver comes from
nothing, a young war hero who learned long
ago that girls like Lilac are more trouble than
they're worth. But with only each other to rely
on, Lilac and Tarver must work together,
making a tortuous journey across the eerie,
deserted terrain to seek help. Then, against all
odds, Lilac and Tarver find a strange blessing
in the tragedy that has thrown them into each
other's arms. Everything changes when they
uncover the truth behind the chilling whispers
that haunt their every step. Lilac and Tarver
may find a way off this planet. But they won't
be the same people who landed on it.
The One Real Thing Nov 12 2020 The New
York Times bestselling author of On Dublin
Street is back with the first in a sexy new
romance series set in a small town on the
Delaware coastline. Welcome to Hartwell, a
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quiet seaside escape where uncovering old
secrets could lead one woman to discover the
meaning of a love that lasts… While Doctor
Jessica Huntington engages with the inmates at
the women’s correctional facility where she
works, she’s always careful to avoid emotional
attachments in her personal life. Loss and
betrayal taught her that lesson long ago. But
when she comes across a set of old love letters
in the prison’s library and visits the picturesque
town of Hartwell to deliver them to their
intended recipient, she finds herself unable to
resist the town’s charm—and her attraction to
the sexy owner of a local bar proves equally
hard to deny. Since his divorce from his
unfaithful ex-wife, Cooper Lawson has focused
on what really matters: his family and the
boardwalk pub they’ve owned for generations.
But the first time Jessica steps into his bar,
Cooper is beyond tempted to risk his heart on
her. Yet as their attraction grows hotter and
Jessica remains stubbornly closed off, he begins
to realize it will take more than just passion to
convince her there’s only one real thing in life
worth fighting for….
the World Between Blinks #1 Feb 25 2022
Bestselling authors Amie Kaufman and Ryan
Graudin invite readers into a wondrous world
where lost things are found, and where two
cousins must come face-to-face with the
impossible… Whenever Jake and Marisol get
together, adventure follows. They have their
late Nana to thank for that. Her epic trips and
treasure hunts were legendary. With the whole
family reuniting for one last summer vacation
at Nana’s home, the cousins are prepared for
an extraordinary trip of their own. Following a
map Nana left behind, Jake and Marisol sneak
out to a nearby lighthouse—then accidentally
slip into another world! The World Between
Blinks is a magical place, where all sorts of lost
things and people wind up. Everywhere they
turn, the cousins find real mysteries from
history and a few they thought were just myths,
from pilot Amelia Earhart to the fabled city of
Atlantis. But the man who holds the key to Jake
and Marisol’s journey home doesn’t want to be
found . . . and if the cousins don’t catch him
fast, they could end up lost in this world
forever. This first book in an exciting, fastpaced fantasy adventure series—featuring fun,
interesting facts about history––is perfect for
fans of Chris Colfer’s Land of Stories and
Margaret Peterson Haddix’s The Missing
series!
Breaking Point Dec 02 2019 Denver journalist
Natalie Benoit and Deputy U.S. Marshal Zach
McBride find themselves captives of a
bloodthirsty Mexican drug cartel. Working
together, they escape through the desert
toward the border, the attraction between them
flaring hotter than the Sonoran sun. They fight
to stay ahead of the danger that hunts them as
forces more powerful than they can imagine
conspire to destroy them both...
Writing the Other Aug 29 2019 Many writers
avoid creating characters of different ethnic
backgrounds than their own out of fear that
they might get it wrong. To address this fear,
Nisi Shawl and Cynthia Ward collaborated to
develop a workshop that addresses these
problems with the aim of both increasing
writers skill and sensitivity in portraying
difference in their fiction as well as allaying
their anxieties about getting it wrong. Writing
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the Other: A Practical Approach is the manual
that grew out of their workshop. It discusses
basic aspects of characterization and offers
elementary techniques, practical exercises, and
examples for helping writers create richer and
more accurate characters with differences.
A Sending Of Dragons Sep 30 2019 Jakkin and
his girlfriend, Akki, discover a primitive cult
that sacrifices dragons.
Battle Born (Elementals, #3) Sep 03 2022
The much-anticipated finale to Amie Kaufman's
epic middle-grade trilogy Though Anders and
his friends have delayed a war between the ice
wolves and scorch dragons, their mission isn't
over. With adults on both sides looking for
them, they've sought refuge in Cloudhaven, a
forbidden stronghold created by the first
dragonsmiths. The ancient text covering
Cloudhaven's walls could be the key to saving
their home - if only the young elementals could
decipher it. To make matters worse, Holbard is
in ruins and its citizens are reeling. Many have
been forced into bleak camps outside the city,
and food is running short. To rebuild Vallen,
Anders, Rayna, and their allies must find a way
to unite humans, ice wolves, and scorch
dragons before they lose their last chance. In
the final book of international bestselling
author Amie Kaufman's sensational adventure
series, Anders and Rayna must put everything
on the line - and the price of peace may hit
closer to home than they could've ever
imagined. PRAISE FOR SCORCH DRAGONS: 'I
found a satisfying fantasy world like none I
have read before - one in which dragons and
wolves take human form and have magical
powers. One of the strengths of this book is the
exploration of the idea that truth is a matter of
perspective - that there are two (or more) sides
to every story. There is no clear enemy, the
conflict arises from the tension between the
dragons and the wolves, and the reader can
empathise with both sides, even though many
of the adults in the story cannot ... This is a
great book for middle-grade readers 8-12.' Reading Time PRAISE FOR ICE WOLVES: 'An
engaging world and cliffhanger ending leave
readers wanting more' - Kirkus, starred review
'Engaging to the end' - Books+Publishing 'you'll
wind up on the edge of your seat, unable to put
it down' - New York Times bestseller Meagan
Spooner 'A thrilling, nonstop adventure' - New
York Times bestseller Shannon Messenger
The Illuminae Files 3. Obsidio Aug 02 2022
Asha survived BeiTech's initial assault and has
been working undercover. Asha survived
BeiTech's initial assault and has been working
undercover Asha survived BeiTech's initial
assault and has been working undercover. The
last thing she expected to worry about was her
ex-boyfriend, Rhys Lindstrom who just landed
planetside. Is he her way out - or guarantee she
never gets off this frozen rock alive?
An Excess Male Jul 29 2019 One of the
Washington Posts' "The 5 best science fiction
and fantasy novels of 2017"! James Tiptree, Jr
Literary Award Honor List A B&N Sci-Fi and
Fantasy Blog "Best SFF of 2017" pick! A Kirkus
"Best of the Best!" of 2017 Honorable Mention
From debut author Maggie Shen King, An
Excess Male is the chilling dystopian tale of
politics, inequality, marriage, love, and
rebellion, set in a near-future China, that
further explores the themes of the classics The
Handmaid's Tale and When She Woke. Under
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the One Child Policy, everyone plotted to have a
son. Now 40 million of them can't find
wives.none noneChina’s One Child Policy and
its cultural preference for male heirs have
created a society overrun by 40 million
unmarriageable men. By the year 2030, more
than twenty-five percent of men in their late
thirties will not have a family of their own. An
Excess Male is one such leftover man’s quest
for love and family under a State that seeks to
glorify its past mistakes and impose order
through authoritarian measures, reinvigorated
Communist ideals, and social engineering. Weiguo holds fast to the belief that as long as he
continues to improve himself, his small
business, and in turn, his country, his chance at
love will come. He finally saves up the dowry
required to enter matchmaking talks at the
lowest rung as a third husband—the maximum
allowed by law. Only a single family—one
harboring an illegal spouse—shows interest, yet
with May-ling and her two husbands, Wei-guo
feels seen, heard, and connected to like never
before. But everyone and everything—walls,
streetlights, garbage cans—are listening, and
men, excess or not, are dispensable to the
State. Wei-guo must reach a new understanding
of patriotism and test the limits of his love and
his resolve in order to save himself and this
family he has come to hold dear. In Maggie
Shen King’s startling and beautiful debut, An
Excess Male looks to explore the intersection of
marriage, family, gender, and state in an alltoo-plausible future.
Gemina Sep 22 2021 Hanna Donnelly is the
station captain’s pampered daughter and Nik
Malikov is the reluctant member of a notorious
crime family. Together they struggle with the
realities of life aboard the galaxy’s most boring
space station, blissfully unaware that Kady
Grant and the Hypatia are headed right toward
Heimdall with news of the Kerenza invasion.
Picking up about five minutes after Illuminae
ends, Gemina is the electrifying sequel to the
hottest YA novel of 2015.
This Shattered World Apr 29 2022 Jubilee
Chase and Flynn Cormac should never have
met. Lee is captain of the forces sent to Avon to
crush the planet's rebellious colonists, but she
has her own reasons for hating the insurgents.
Flynn is leading the rebellion against the
powerful conglomerate that rules Avon. These
corporations terraform uninhabitable planets
across the universe and recruit colonists with
the promise of a better life for their children.
But they never fulfilled their promise on Avon.
Desperate for any advantage, Flynn does the
only thing that makes sense when he and Lee
cross paths: he returns to base with her as
prisoner. But as his fellow rebels prepare to
execute this tough-talking girl, Flynn makes
another choice that will change him forever. He
and Lee escape together. The stunning second
novel in the Starbound trilogy is an
unforgettable story of love and forgiveness in a
world torn apart by war.
This Mortal Coil Feb 02 2020 Seventeen-yearold Cat must use her gene-hacking skills to
decode her late father's message that conceals
the vaccine to a horrifying plague.
Skylark Aug 10 2020 Vis in magia, in vita vi. In
magic there is power, and in power, life. For
fifteen years, Lark Ainsley waited for the day
when her Resource would be harvested and she
would finally be an adult. After the harvest she
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expected a small role in the regular, orderly
operation of the City within the Wall. She
expected to do her part to maintain the refuge
for the last survivors of the Wars. She expected
to be a tiny cog in the larger clockwork of the
city. Lark did not expect to become the City's
power supply. Her only choice is to escape;
follow the birds into the wilderness beyond.
Into the Iron Wood Perfect for fans of The
Hunger Games, Skylark is an electrifying tale of
magic, secrecy and survival.
Undying Oct 24 2021 Earth's fate rests in their
hands. Trapped aboard the Undying's ancient
spaceship and reeling from the truth they've
uncovered, Mia and Jules are desperate to warn
their home about what's coming. After a
perilous escape, they crash-land on Earth's
surface but Jules and Mia can hardly fathom
their new predicament: No one believes them.
Because the threat against Earth is hiding in
plain sight. A mounting global crisis is taking
shape, starting with a mysterious illness that
seems to reduce its victims to a regressed state.
Jules and Mia have no choice but to take
matters into their own hands, escaping custody
of the International Alliance in order to reunite
Jules with his father, the disgraced expert on
the alien race, whose research may be the key
to saving humanity. From the mountains of
Spain to the streets of Prague, the epic
conclusion to the Unearthed series is a whiteknuckle ride that will keep readers guessing
until the final page.
Becoming the Dark Prince: A Stalking Jack
the Ripper Novella Dec 14 2020 In this
irresistibly-priced short story, catch a glimpse
of the inner struggles and triumphs that drive
Stalking Jack the Ripper's endearing but
troubled hero. Enigmatic, brooding, and darkly
handsome, Thomas Cresswell has always been
the one mystery Audrey Rose has never been
able to fully solve. As brilliant partners in crime
investigation, they understand each other
perfectly...but as young lovers, their passionate
natures have led to both euphoria and
heartbreak throughout the Stalking Jack the
Ripper series. This novella features a collection
of scenes that takes place during and after the
pair's horrifying Atlantic voyage in Escaping
From Houdini. Experience new and familiar
scenes from Thomas's unique point of view,
including an intensely personal look into his
plea for Audrey Rose's hand in marriage. With a
romance for the ages, Audrey Rose and Thomas
reach the conclusion to their epic, irresistible
partnership in their final adventure, Capturing
the Devil.
Inherit the Stars Oct 31 2019 LOVE AND
LOYALTY. As the youngest daughter of the
House of Fane, Asa lives every day of her life in
honor of both, for herself and her people. But
as her kingdom's food and energy crisis peaks,
Asa must find more to fuel Fane's survival.
Taking the place of her older sister in an
arranged marriage with Eagle, the heir to the
prosperous House of Westlet, seems like a
straightforward solution. Forging an
unforeseen bond, however, leads to an
unavoidable division of loyalties. One simple
truth lies at the heart of the matter, and only
Asa can decide which one to tell. Romance,
politics, and space adventure intersect in this
first book of Tessa Elwood's addictive debut
duology.
Unearthed May 31 2022 From the New York
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Times best-selling author duo Amie Kaufman
and Meagan Spooner comes a "literally
breathtaking" new sci-fi series about a deathdefying mission on an alien planet. Now in
paperback! When Earth intercepts a message
from a long-extinct alien race, it seems like the
solution humanity has been waiting for. The
Undying's advanced technology has the
potential to undo environmental damage and
turn lives around, and their message leads to
the planet Gaia, a treasure trove waiting to be
explored. For Jules Addison and his fellow
scholars, the discovery of an ancient alien
culture offers unprecedented opportunity for
study . . . as long as scavengers like Amelia
Radcliffe don't loot everything first. Despite
their opposing reasons for smuggling
themselves onto the alien planet's surface,
they're both desperate to uncover the riches
hidden in the Undying temples. Beset by rival
scavenger gangs, Jules and Mia form a fragile
alliance . . . but both are keeping secrets that
make trust nearly impossible. As they race to
decode the ancient messages, Jules and Mia
must navigate the traps and trials within the
Undying temples and stay one step ahead of the
scavvers on their heels. They came to Gaia
certain that they had far more to fear from their
fellow humans than the ancient beings whose
mysteries they're trying to unravel. But the
more they learn about the Undying, the more
Jules and Mia start to feel like their presence in
the temple is part of a grand design -- one that
could spell the end of the human race . . .
The Other Side of the Sky Jan 27 2022 "Amie
Kaufman and Meagan Spooner prove they are
two living goddesses of writing, creating two
compelling worlds with high stakes and
gripping emotions." --Sarah Rees Brennan, New
York Times bestselling author of the Demon's
Lexicon trilogy and the Lynburn Legacy series
New York Times bestselling author duo Amie
Kaufman and Meagan Spooner have crafted a
gripping tale of magic and logic, fate and
choice, and a deadly love. Perfect for fans of
Laini Taylor and Brandon Sanderson. Prince
North's home is in the sky, in a gleaming city
held aloft by intricate engines, powered by
technology. Nimh is the living goddess of her
people on the Surface, responsible for
providing answers, direction--hope. North's and
Nimh's lives are entwined--though their hearts
can never be. Linked by a terrifying prophecy
and caught between duty and fate, they must
choose between saving their people or
succumbing to the bond that is forbidden
between them.
Their Fractured Light Oct 04 2022 The New
York Times bestselling author duo Amie
Kaufman and Meagan Spooner's sweeping
science fiction Starbound Trilogy comes to a
close with this dazzling final installment about
the power of courage and hope in humanity's
darkest hour. Gideon Marchant is an
underworld hacker known as the Knave of
Hearts, ready to climb and abseil his way past
the best security measures on the planet to
expose LRI's atrocities. Sofia Quinn, charming
con artist, can work her way into any
stronghold without missing a beat. When a
foiled attempt to infiltrate LRI Headquarters
forces them into a fragile alliance, it's
impossible to know who's playing whom--and
whether they can ever learn to trust each other.
With their lives, loves, and loyalties at stake,
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only by joining forces with the Icarus survivors
and Avon's protectors do they stand a chance of
taking down the most powerful corporation in
the galaxy---before LRI's secrets destroy them
all.
REBEL'S CREED Jun 27 2019 With one simple
myth, nations burned. Under the Almighty, an
empire has been forged, bringing peace to the
once-divided continent. But now, a spark of
truth threatens to ignite the religion of lies.
Chapman unknowingly brought the Seventh
Precinct to their demise. Now Officer Holden
Sanders, known throughout the Capital City as
the survivor, seeks the truth of how so many he
held dear were slaughtered. But when it comes
to light his former mentor might still draw
breath, the Officer of God is forced to wage war
against the Almighty itself.
Beyond the End of the World Oct 12 2020
Perfect for fans of Brandon Sanderson and
Laini Taylor, this much-anticipated sequel to
New York Times bestselling authors Amie
Kaufman and Meagan Spooner’s The Other
Side of the Sky is a thrilling race against
time—with a tantalizing star-crossed love and
an electric conclusion. Time to find a way
between worlds. Time to find each other again.
Time to do the impossible. Above, in the
cloudlands, Nimh has no memory of her past,
only an aching, undying certainty that she has
left something—someone—behind. But while
she struggles to recall her identity, an imposter
wields her name with deadly purpose. Below,
on the surface, North looks to the sky,
desperate to join the person he loves and return
to his world. But with only a traitor willing to
help him, and others clamoring for him to take
Nimh’s place, his home seems more
unreachable than ever. Tragedy looms as the
cloudland engines falter and mist rains terror
on the surface, and in their desperation to
reunite and save their people, Nimh and North
face one ultimate question: can they defy their
love and their destiny to save their homes? Or
will the spark between them ignite their worlds,
and consume them all together? Praise for The
Other Side of the Sky: "Amie Kaufman and
Meagan Spooner prove they are two living
goddesses of writing, creating two compelling
worlds with high stakes and gripping
emotions." —Sarah Rees Brennan, New York
Times bestselling author of the Demons Lexicon
trilogy and the Lynburn Legacy series “A vivid
and compulsive thriller set in a beautiful,
perilous world of myths and treachery. You
won’t want to put it down.” —Laini Taylor, New
York Times bestselling author of the Daughter
of Smoke and Bone series “I was left breathless
by the book’s twists and turns, and was
unprepared for the ending—it blew me away.
Stop everything and read it!” —C. S. Pacat,
bestselling author of Dark Rise “A book that
absolutely shimmers with beauty.” —Buzzfeed
Bright We Burn Apr 05 2020
Elementals: Scorch Dragons Dec 26 2021
The struggle for power heats up in book two of
this heart-stopping adventure series about
siblings with magical shapeshifter powers, from
New York Times bestselling author Amie
Kaufman. After the fateful battle between the
ice wolves and the scorch dragons, Anders and
his twin sister, Rayna, have been reunited. But
there’s no time to celebrate. The temperature
all over Vallen is starting to drop. And Anders
quickly learns that the wolves have stolen a
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weather-altering artifact called the Snowstone,
and every dragon, including Rayna, is now in
danger. Desperate to broker peace, Anders
enlists the help of a few new flame-breathing
friends to stop the wolves’ next plan of attack.
Together, these former rivals must go on a
dangerous quest to find the scattered pieces of
the Sun Scepter, the only artifact that can
counteract the Snowstone. Because if either
device goes unchecked, all hope for a truce will
be lost.
Memento Nov 24 2021 Available now in ebook
for the first time in the UK to celebrate
Illuminae's fifth anniversary! A never-beforesold prequel novella that gives readers a hairraising glimpse into the calamity that befell the
invincible AI system known as AIDAN – and the
daring young programmer who would risk her
life to keep it from crashing. This is the story of
my first friendship. This is the tale of my first
murder? Some monsters are born. But I? I was
made.
Before I Die Sep 10 2020 Tessa has just a few
months to live. So she compiles her bucket list,
her To Do Before I Die list. Number one is sex.
Released from the constraints of 'normal' life,
Tessa tastes new experiences to make her feel
alive while her failing body struggles to keep
up. Heartbreaking yet astonishingly lifeaffirming, Before I Die will take you to the very
edge.
Illuminae Jan 15 2021 This morning, Kady
thought breaking up with Ezra was the hardest
thing she'd have to do. This afternoon, her
planet was invaded. The year is 2575, and two
rival mega-corporations are at war over a
planet that's little more than an ice-covered
speck at the edge of the universe. Too bad
nobody thought to warn the people living on it.
With enemy fire raining down on them, Kady
and Ezra - who are barely even talking to each
other - are forced to fight their way onto one of
the evacuating fleet, with an enemy warship in
hot pursuit. But their problems are just getting
started. A deadly plague has broken out and is
mutating, with terrifying results; the fleet's AI,
which should be protecting them, may actually
be their enemy; and nobody in charge will say
what's really going on. As Kady hacks into a
tangled web of data to find the truth, it's clear
only one person can help her bring it all to
light: Ezra.
The World Between Blinks #2: Rebellion of the
Lost Jun 07 2020 Bestselling authors Amie
Kaufman and Ryan Graudin invite readers back
to the wondrous world where lost things are
found in this second book of an exciting, fastpaced middle-grade fantasy adventure series.
Perfect for fans of Chris Colfer’s Land of
Stories and Margaret Peterson Haddix’s The
Missing! When Jake and Marisol return
unexpectedly to the World Between Blinks, they
find that nothing is as they left it. The
Administrator is on an unstoppable mission,
ordering his Curators to catalog absolutely
everyone and everything as if they're exhibits in
a museum. With rebels like Amelia Earhart and
Queen Nefertiti facing the threat of their
hourglasses of memories being flipped, Jake
and Marisol, along with Marisol’s big brother,
Victor, must locate a mysterious item known as
the Rocket. This unknown object is their only
chance to defeat the Administrator—before
everything that makes the World wonderful is
lost, in a whole new way.… Propelled by a pagethis-night-so-dark-starbound-15-amie-kaufman

turning mystery and plenty of action, this
sequel also features fun, interesting facts about
history and engaging back matter that helps
readers separate fact from fiction!
Sherwood Mar 17 2021 Fans of Danielle Paige,
Marissa Meyer, and Alex Flinn will devour New
York Times bestselling author Meagan
Spooner’s next fierce fairy tale-inspired story,
which Illuminae author Amie Kaufman calls “a
kick-ass, gender-flipped feminist retelling.”
Robin of Locksley is dead. Maid Marian doesn’t
know how she’ll go on, but the people of
Locksley town, persecuted by the Sheriff of
Nottingham, need a protector. And the dreadful
Guy of Gisborne, the Sheriff’s right hand,
wishes to step into Robin’s shoes as Lord of
Locksley and Marian’s fiancé. Who is there to
stop them? Marian never meant to tread in
Robin’s footsteps—never intended to stand as a
beacon of hope to those awaiting his
triumphant return. But with a sweep of his
green cloak and the flash of her sword, Marian
makes the choice to become her own hero:
Robin Hood.
Elementals: Ice Wolves Mar 29 2022 From New
York Times bestselling author Amie Kaufman
comes the first book in an electrifying series
about a brother and sister who must harness
their powers and find their place in a sharply
divided world. Everyone in Vallen knows that
ice wolves and scorch dragons are sworn
enemies who live deeply separate lives. So
when twelve-year-old orphan Anders takes one
elemental form and his twin sister, Rayna, takes
another, he wonders whether they are even
related. Family or not, Rayna is Anders’s only
true friend. She’s nothing like the brutal, cruel
dragons who claimed her as one of their own
and stole her away. To rescue her, Anders must
enlist at the foreboding Ulfar Academy, a
school for young wolves that values loyalty to
the pack above all else. But for Anders, loyalty
is more complicated than obedience, and
friendship is the most powerful shapeshifting
force of all. “If you’ve ever wanted to go on an
adventure, read this book.” — Marie Lu, #1
New York Times bestselling author of The
Young Elites Anders’s and Rayna’s adventures
continue in Elementals: Scorch Dragons, and
the dramatic conclusion to the trilogy,
Elementals: Battle Born!
Battle Born (Elementals, #3) Jul 21 2021
The much-anticipated finale to Amie Kaufman's
epic middle-grade trilogy Though Anders and
his friends have delayed a war between the ice
wolves and scorch dragons, their mission isn't
over. With adults on both sides looking for
them, they've sought refuge in Cloudhaven, a
forbidden stronghold created by the first
dragonsmiths. The ancient text covering
Cloudhaven's walls could be the key to saving
their home -- if only the young elementals could
decipher it. To make matters worse, Holbard is
in ruins and its citizens are reeling. Many have
been forced into bleak camps outside the city,
and food is running short. To rebuild Vallen,
Anders, Rayna, and their allies must find a way
to unite humans, ice wolves, and scorch
dragons before they lose their last chance. In
the final book of international bestselling
author Amie Kaufman's sensational adventure
series, Anders and Rayna must put everything
on the line -- and the price of peace may hit
closer to home than they could've ever
imagined. AWARDS Shortlisted - 2021 Sara
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Douglass Book Series Award PRAISE FOR
SCORCH DRAGONS: 'I found a satisfying
fantasy world like none I have read before - one
in which dragons and wolves take human form
and have magical powers. One of the strengths
of this book is the exploration of the idea that
truth is a matter of perspective - that there are
two (or more) sides to every story. There is no
clear enemy, the conflict arises from the
tension between the dragons and the wolves,
and the reader can empathise with both sides,
even though many of the adults in the story
cannot ... This is a great book for middle-grade
readers 8-12.' - Reading Time PRAISE FOR ICE
WOLVES: 'An engaging world and cliffhanger
ending leave readers wanting more' -- Kirkus,
starred review 'Engaging to the end' -Books+Publishing 'you'll wind up on the edge
of your seat, unable to put it down' -- New York
Times bestseller Meagan Spooner 'A thrilling,
nonstop adventure' -- New York Times
bestseller Shannon Messenger
Illuminae Apr 17 2021 Brad Pitt's Plan B
Entertainment and Warner Bros are set to
bring YA sci-fi novel Illuminae to the big screen.
The year is 2575 and two mega-corporations
are at war over a planet that’s little more than
an ice covered speck. Too bad nobody thought
to warn the people living on it. With enemy fire
raining down on them Ezra and Kady have to
make their escape on the evacuating fleet. But
their troubles are just beginning. A deadly
plague has broken out on one of the space ships
and it is mutating with terrifying results. Their
ships protection is seriously flawed. No one will
say what is going on. As Kady hacks into a
tangled web of data to find the truth its clear
only one person can help her. Ezra. And the
only problem with that is they split up before all
this trouble started and she isn’t supposed to
be talking to him. A fantastically original, heartstopping adventure where everything is
definitely more dangerous than it seems. Can't
get enough Jay Kristoff & Amie Kaufman?
Aurora Rising, the first in an epic new trilogy is
out May 7.
Aurora Burning Jul 01 2022 Our heroes are
back . . . kind of. From the bestselling coauthors of the Illuminae Files comes the second
book in the epic Aurora Cycle series about a
squad of misfits, losers, and discipline cases
who just might be the galaxy's best hope for
survival. First, the bad news: Anancient evil-your standard consume-all-life-in-the-galaxy
deal--is about to be unleashed.The good news?
Squad 312 is here to save the day. As soon as
they'vejust got to take care of a few small
distractions first. Like the clan of gremps who
are holding a serious grudge against the squad.
And a bunch of illegit GIUTA agents with
creepy flowers where their eyes used to be.
Then there's Kal's long-lost sister, who's not
exactly happy to see him.But with the
reappearance of the colony ship that Auri was
found on, new clues about Auri--and her powers
as a Trigger--begin to come to light. And just in
time. Because if Auri can't learn to master her
powers, the squad going to be soooo
dead.Shocking revelations, bank heists,
mysterious gifts,inappropriately tight bodysuits,
and an epic firefight will determine the fate of
the Aurora Legion's most unforgettable heroes-and, you know, the rest of the galaxy.
Pookie Aleera Is Not My Boyfriend Jan 03 2020
Aheart-warming tale about friendship, grief,
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and the importance of baked goods, this book
tells the stories ofthe kids from Class 6A. There
s Mick, school captain and sometime troublemaker, who wants to make the school a better
place, while his younger brother Jacob just
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wants to fly. There s shy and lonely Laura who
hopes to finally fit in with a circle of friends,
while Pete struggles to deal with his grandpa s
sudden death. Popular Selina obsesses over
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class comedian Cameron, while Cameron
obsesses over Anzac biscuits and Pookie Aleera
whoever that is! For new teacher Ms. Arthur, it
s another world, but Mr. Korsky, the school
groundskeeper, has seen it all before."
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